
All People PCR Testing or COVID Vaccine_Do or Die, 2021/6/24,28;7/5,6

Already many people had been injected the vaccine,however at now(too late?!) here
revealed many serious warning on the vaccine by the vaccine developers themselves.
One of risk is vaccine become to cause stronger ill symptom in reinfection(ADE).
Hereupon,once also author proposed the all people PCR testing,which become more
superior than doubtful vaccine.Once again,we must try to judge which is true or false.

[ ]:Warning by Developers on the Vaccine and the Reason.
The inventor of mRNA vaccine technology suggested that "this vaccine is too
dangerous". And the fear of "the next real pandemic by monster viruses spreading"
in the words of scientists
https://indeep.jp/inventor-of-mrna-technology-suggests-this-vaccine-is-dangerous/
⑴The Developers
 Former Vice President of Pfizer, Dr. Michael Yedon (past article)
 Dr. Vanden Bosch, former director of vaccine development at the Gates Foundation (past
article)
 Dr. Luc Montagnier, Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine (past article)
 Dr. Vernon Coleman, a British doctor of medicine (past article)
 Dr. Vanessa Kluger, a scientist of the Helmholtz Association of Germany (past article)
 Masahiko Okada, Professor Emeritus of Niigata University (past article)
 Dr. Lee Merritt, former president of the American Association of Surgeons and a
researcher of biological weapons in the Navy (past article)
⑵the Reason
From an application for immediate suspension on research by former Vice President Pfizer
⒜Antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE) may be triggered
⒝The possibility of interfering with the placental-forming syncitin and causing permanent
infertility in women cannot be ruled out.
⒞It cannot be ruled out that polyethylene glycol contained in the vaccine may cause a fatal
reaction to many people (in the long term).
The warning is urgently serious by multiple vaccine developpers. Medical society, the press,
and politics must disclose their truth judgment

⑶the Unknown Points.
⒞unknown to author.、、⒝unknown to author.
⒜Antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE).
Serious ADE is destroying natural immune cells.which is caused by COVID virus

mutant synthesized by incomplete antibody generation by incomplete vaccine.
Stronger ill symptom and stronger infection ability is a co-body ?.Maybe co-body?!.
 Reference2⒝
Actual infection is proliferation of virus by stealing synthesizing materials from patient’s cells,
And stealing materials from patient is destroying patient’s cells(toward becoming ill).

https://indeep.jp/inventor-of-mrna-technology-suggests-this-vaccine-is-dangerous/


[ ]:Antibody-Dependent Enhancement (ADE)=Hazardous Mutant COVID.
Globalized COVID infection forced rapid vaccine development with risky? mRNA method,
More hazardous mutant COVID is generated by emerging incomplete antibody in vaccine.
*Dr Luc-Montagnier’s comment at here is deleted due to the untrustable source<7/05>.
Antibody attaches to the spikes of Covid19 and block Covid invasion to ACE2 on surface cell ,
but there is a phenomenon that singular antibody’s tail<Fc>acts to promote invasion to immune
cells causing stronger ill=Antibody Dependent Enhancement_ADE.

[ ] Review on Immune Process and Immune Trouble(by the Vaccine?).
❶Innate Immunity are eliminating foreign substances by phagocytosis of
{macrophages,neutrophils, dendritic cells} and attacking by {Natural Killer cells}.
How Immunity Works
https://www.obunsha.co.jp/pdf/support/9784010340004-p130_147.pdf

❷Adaptive immunity (acquired immunity)
https://www.obunsha.co.jp/pdf/support/9784010340004-p130_147.pdf
 Dendritic cells(etc) the virus police arresting to eat and excrete virus mark.
Encountering virus→eating and digesting in Dendritic cells → ouput antigen presentation
 T cells the Messenger to missile maker and the launcher(B cells)
→ helper T cells (virus mark messenger) → B cells (memory & production)
③B cells (read virus mark and memory→production) → antibody release to attack virus
*memory=lasting immunity ability for a time?.

④Good Reinfection Process:
Normal adaptive immunity<binding of antibody and antigen>kill virus completely toward final
eliminating< ❸⑴>by phagocytosis of{macrophages,neutrophils, dendritic cells}.

*Reference1:
How Immunity Works(p136④)
                                                                

What is immunity? the detail on types of immune cells and how they work!
https://www.macrophi.co.jp/special/1424/
Mechanism and function of immunity
http://plaza.umin.ac.jp/~histsite/3immuntxt.pdf
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❸ADE=the Immunity Failure(by Incomplete Vaccine)=Trojan Horse Virus.
⑴ADE(Antibody Dependent Enhancement)Phenomena.
but in ADE antibody “the incomplete”,bonding of antibody and antigen can not kill
virus ,then it is natural immune cells that are eaten by virus.

Immune cell eat the virus by considering it dead,but
Bu at the final stage,
Virus pretending dead it is they who are eaten by Trojan Horse Virus.
Thus destroying immune system is to cause stronger ill symptom.

⑵the incomplete antibody.
 “the incomplete” Fc region of antibody is to bind with FcγR II (CD32) of immune cells,
As the consequence,virus easily become to be absorbed to immune cell.This is a cause of
immune cell’s failure to eat Trojan horse virus.
*Reference2:
⒜Intensifying Infection
https://www.infront.kyoto-u.ac.jp/sars-cov-2/20201113-2/
Antibody binds to Spike protein on the virus surface , and the Fc region of the antibody binds
to Fc receptor FcγR II (CD32) of immune cells to establish infection of the immune cells.
⒝Discovered antibody that enhances infection.
COVID-19 condition for causing stronger illness-
https://www.amed.go.jp/news/release_20210525-02.html
 In COVID , no neutralizing ,but enhance infection antibodies was discovered
 infection-enhancing antibody binds to a specific site of peplomer of COVID, the antibody
directly causes a structural change of the peplomer, resulting in increased infectivity
 Infection-enhancing antibodies have been found to diminish the protective effect of
neutralizing antibodies.
 High production of infection-enhancing antibodies was observed in severely ill patients
 even non-infected persons may have a small amount of infection-enhancing antibody.
Antibody Structure
http://www.biology.arizona.edu/immunology/tutorials/antibody/structure.html
What is Antibody Dependence Enhancement.
https://www.nobuokakai.ecnet.jp/nakagawa222.pdf
SARS-CoV-2 and Trojan horse phenomenon–caveat in vaccine quest?
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/sji.12969
Are COVID-19 vaccines causing antibody-dependent enhancement?
https://health-desk.org/articles/are-covid-19-vaccines-causing-antibody-dependent-enhancement

Authors guessing on incomplete antibody the immune cell invader<door FcγR II (CD32)>
Maybe the antigen-antibody binding strength is weak enough to be broken in immune cell
for virus reincarnation,but stable enough to pretend dead virus in outside of immune cell.

https://www.infront.kyoto-u.ac.jp/sars-cov-2/20201113-2/
https://www.amed.go.jp/news/release_20210525-02.html
http://www.biology.arizona.edu/immunology/tutorials/antibody/structure.html
https://www.nobuokakai.ecnet.jp/nakagawa222.pdf
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/sji.12969
https://health-desk.org/articles/are-covid-19-vaccines-causing-antibody-dependent-enhancement


❹News indicating the incomplete antibody.
⑴About COVID Vaccine<making COVID vaccine is not so easy>
                                             

Infulenza vaccine the orthodox one is made from cheap egg the mass product.,however
Covid was impossible to make ordinal vaccine,so they employed mRNA replicant way.
 key-hole template_synthesis & dissociation reaction p3/40 
                                                               

It is difficult to make antiviral drugs,why ?
                                                      

the structure of the virus is very simple and it is difficult to "target" the drug.
 "target" key-hole template_synthesis & dissociation reaction vessel
⑵Does the vaccine work? "Antibody-dependent enhancement of infection"
that emerges even in the new corona
https://bio.nikkeibp.co.jp/atcl/news/p1/20/03/30/06749/
By vaccine,if incomplete antibody induced,ADE would emerge,USA researcher warns
Following ⑶ is sufficiently serious as for the incomplete antibody,

⑵ RNA Vaccine<necessity of strong freezing indicates its weak point  >
⑶the Vaccine is not neatly made,but roughly.
135. May 02, 2021 09:31:15
According to the leaked document, RNA integrity number (RIN) in the process is
significantly compromised, quality indicators from 78.1% to 59.7%, up to 51% in some
batches.It was falling. Simply means, low RNA integrity (low RIA value).The active
substance of Cominati (Pfizer vaccine) is not only low in concentration, but also 40% or
more.The mRNA is unstable, and there is a risk of randomly issuing harmful commands in
the body. Also according to the leak document, Pfizer tried to overcome this problem by
increasing the concentration,As a result, the rate of adverse events such as inflammation,
thrombosis, and seizures increased.
http://www.asyura2.com/20/iryo6/msg/613.html#c135
*The red line by Suzuki.
135-Reader's point is very noteworthy! ..The reason why strong freezing is necessary is that
small and not heavy mRNA is destroyed by heat <defenestration>.
* A gene is a biochemical polymer, a very long spiral chain, and is also heavy.
In Rattling vibrating thermal motion in liquid space.unless heavy, it does not work as a stable
reaction vessel <synthesis & dissociation> .
*the low integrity mRNA for making spike protein may be a small chain<heat unstable>,
So miss prints would occur frequently in the target synthesis in randomizing heat space =.
What would be the result?,

 incomplete antibody generation, weak antibody&antigen binding?  ADE?

https://www.tsukazaki-hp.jp/covid19care/11686
http://777true.net/Prompt-Wartime-Regime-against-Bio-Weapon.pdf
https://www.saiseikai.or.jp/feature/covid19/basic_q06/
https://bio.nikkeibp.co.jp/atcl/news/p1/20/03/30/06749/
http://www.asyura2.com/20/iryo6/msg/613.html#c135
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Antibody certainly attach COVID spike,
however COVID with it destroy immune cells.

Inventor of mRNA Interviewed About Injection Dangers
https://comedonchisciotte.org/linventore-dei-vaccini-mrna-parla-dei-pericoli-dei-vaccini-covid/
Dr. Robert Malone invented the mRNA and DNA vaccine core platform technology. He told
the spike protein is Bioactive Cytotoxin.Above all,Spike Protein Disseminates Throughout
Your Body,but not confined local the injected shoulder.Thus above
“The weakened COVID virus? for making antibody” is not correct.
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[ ]:Superiority of All People PCR Testing toward Virus Eradication
The debate on the vaccine is very difficult and complicated with many uncertainty on the
safety and accuracy,while PCR testing safety and accuracy is outstandingly clear than
vaccine.The original principle is evident enough for everyone.
The Full Digital Decision toward Eradicating Virus.

General telling,virus infection is caused by no symptom someone,
so all people testing can make it evident toward going on business and going in hospital.
*PCR tester is not 100%accuracy ,however few times testing almost accomplish 100%.
PCR tester cost is not cheap,but many people using can make the cost almost zero,
while exception is testing regeant cost~about 10$,maybe it is almost the same as vaccine.
⑴http://777true.net/We-could-Win-Virus-by-Testing-All-Nation-People-in-a-short-Time-&-Expense.pdf

⑵http://777true.net/Prompt-Wartime-Regime-against-Bio-Weapon.pdf
⑶https://www.cnbc.com/2020/08/21/who-warns-a-coronavirus-vaccine
-alone-will-not-end-pandemic.html

⑷Virus Testing for All People is the Key to its Eradication
⒜how one Italian town fought coronavirus,The evidence is clear:
Mass testing for the virus is the key to its eradication – and to saving lives.
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/home-italian-town-fought-coronavirus-20032611
0756424.html?xif=;utm_medium=article_page&utm_campaign=read_more_links
Full testing is the only way in which countries will gain a clear picture of the actual numbers
who have the virus and, therefore, how many people risk infecting others without even
knowing they are doing it.
⒝  e most drastic confinement in the western world
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/replay-radio/un-monde-d-avance/la-nouvelle-zelande-a-quasiment-re
mporte-la-bataille-contre-le-coronavirus_3912391.html
“Detect toward the last patient like as searching needles in a haystack” .
New Zealand has adopted drastic containment since March 26. With one goal: not to stop the
spread of the disease, but to eradicate it completely. the government has decided to stop
everything, Everything was closed: schools, offices, beaches, bars, restaurants, even for takeout.
Visitors arriving from abroad were all placed in quarantine. the government does not intend to
relax its effort. " We will continue to search for the last cases like needles in a haystack,
⒞ Doomsday Resort 
https://www.prisonplanet.com/rich-americans-flee-to-luxury-doomsday-resort-shelters-in-ne
w-zealand-as-panic-grows.html

⑸Quick PCR tester
Test results can be obtained in a 20 minutes, including (virus )sample pretreatment.
                            

Biolidics to launch ten-minute rapid test kits for COVID-19
https://www.mobihealthnews.com/news/asia-pacific/biolidics-launch-ten-minute-rapid-test-kits-covid-19
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https://newswitch.jp/p/21661
https://www.mobihealthnews.com/news/asia-pacific/biolidics-launch-ten-minute-rapid-test-kits-covid-19


⑹Rapid and Easy Covid Detecter by Body Odour<2021/7/6> APPENDIX3.

postscript:
From the beginning,many scientists indicated rapid mutation of COVID,which is reflection of
many misprinting in RNA replication.Similarly rapid,but not neat vaccine making would
cause misprinting in RNA replication causing toward global more hazardous chaos ??.
However,turning to simple and neat PCR testing could save world !!
This report is uncertain as for ADE explosion risk,however it must be strongly alarmed.
If not become actual,this report become hazardous demagogy,but it is the best !!!

APPENDIX1:Stronger Mutant COVID emerging by Vaccine Rresistant?.
Author heared deadly stronger mutant Lambda strain in Peru,etc in South America,and
remind drug(vaccine)resistant.Is it ADE ??

Lambda strain invasion fear to Japan ,expanding mainly in South America
strong infectivity and vaccine "resistance"
https://www.sponichi.co.jp/society/news/2021/06/28/kiji/20210628s00042000243000c.html
Lambda strain is a mutant strain that is spreading in South America, which is currently the
center of infection. In Peru, it has accounted for 80% of infected people since April, and in
Argentina and Chile it has spread to more than 30%. Experts point out that "there is an
unprecedented mutation in the junction with (human) cells, and the vaccine effect can be
reduced to about one-fifth at worst." The World Health Organization (WHO) has designated
it as a "notable mutant strain" on the 14th of this month.

Chilean the most vaccine inoculated in the world, is cause of the spread of infection?

https://www.sponichi.co.jp/society/news/2021/06/28/kiji/20210628s00042000243000c.html


https://www.asahi.com/articles/ASP3M7WZXP3MUHBI00V.html

About drug-resistant bacteria/How to grow it resistant
http://amr.ncgm.go.jp/general/1-2-1.html
But what if the majority suddenly disappears one day? This situation of "the majority
suddenly disappearing" is "antibacterial drug administration". Antibacterial drugs work
against the majority of bacteria. When the majority of bacteria are killed by the antibacterial
drugs, the minority of bacteria that have acquired resistance to antibacterial drugs can grow
easily,freely,and rapidly. In this way, the state in which the number of bacteria for which the
antibacterial drug is effective decreases and the resistant bacteria grow due to the
administration of the antibacterial drug is called "selective pressure" in technical terms.

APPENDIX2: Covid severe immune failure-and long-term residual sequelae.
From a long-term perspective for several years, Appendix 2 (Added 2021 / 06/19, revised
22,26;) Enhanced antibody infection may be a major problem,
As for immediate & long-term problem: Covid immune failure = immune system destruction
for healing is a prominent problem! !! .. In early time,there was a researcher's report pointing
out the similarity to HIV, which is famous as immunodeficiency before Covid outbreak, now
this clinical content become clarified . Warning in summary, the majority who have spent the
past year safely have been desensitized against Covid crisis ,maybe due to the long-term
stress, or global vaccine popularizing<note vaccine incompleteness for the virus eradication
would be evident before long>,
Israel Sees Decline in Pfizer Vaccine Efficacy Rate, Ynet Says
https://news.yahoo.co.jp/articles/9e542c0235da88c85dc09ccefb8b083d8e0ea12b
Covid: Is there a limit to how much worse variants can get?
https://www.bbc.com/news/health-57431420

More transmissible Covid mutant strains grow as time goes on.

but as you have known its evil deeds more.. the virus become outrageously extraordinary
one than anyone else,Now the era is "W *" wartime! !! .........
* Climate collapse now has been entirely heading toward global extinction !!!
Forefront essential workers-customer service workers, etc. need to work with protective
clothing without hesitation.Collective group of business companies and schools etc should
be always equipped with detecting equipment. ** Now is wartime, so it's not too much
doing !!.According to media reports, Covid body odor detection dogs are working at airport,
and in UK, the instant detecting equipment is reported in development, .

COVID is made up too deadly evil to be ordinal virus !!.
❶Covid has ability to enter bloodstream and destroy the walls of blood vessels, attack
almost all organs at the same time.Above all,healing malfunction is fatal.
❷Immune destruction = {(1) Immune function loss, (2) Self-cell erroneous attack, (3)

https://www.asahi.com/articles/ASP3M7WZXP3MUHBI00V.html
http://amr.ncgm.go.jp/general/1-2-1.html
https://news.yahoo.co.jp/articles/9e542c0235da88c85dc09ccefb8b083d8e0ea12b
https://www.bbc.com/news/health-57431420


Excessive defense reaction}. When it comes to healing basic function destruction,
seriousness and long-term sequelae can be understood.
❸Rapid mutation toward growing more transmissible strain .

Reference on COVID Mechanism of Destroying Human Immune Cells
Covid sequelae continue for more than half a year, More than half infected is young
https://news.yahoo.co.jp/articles/b70672e0815097660ddb0cd55a1dd28c975e36c4
Sequelae to 61% after half a year

Covid and HIV turned out to be "almost perfect siblings." Both viruses are found
to be the same in the "mechanism of destroying human immune cells"
Posted: May 27, 2020 Updated: August 15, 2020
https://indeep.jp/coronavirus-uses-same-strategy-hiv-to-attack-immune-response/

Signs of HIV drifting in both natural corona peplomers and vaccine-derived
peplomeres. Posted: June 29, 2021
https://indeep.jp/signs-of-hiv-floating-in-vaccine-derived-spike-protein/

Researchers at the National University of Singapore Hospital
"Patients infected with Covid get pseudo positives for HIV."
https://jcp.bmj.com/content/early/2020/09/08/jclinpath-2020-206942

HOW HIV INFECTS THE BODY AND THE LIFECYCLE OF HIV
https://www.avert.org/about-hiv-aids/how-infects-body
FAST FACTS
*HIV infects white blood cells in the body’s immune system called T-helper cells (also called
CD4 cells).
*First, the virus attaches itself to the T-helper cell; it then fuses with it, takes control of its
DNA, creates copies of itself and releases more HIV into the blood.
https://www.avert.org/infographics/lifecycle-hiv

How the immune system works
White blood cells,The immune response,Immunity,Immune system disorders
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/320101#white-blood-cells
Our immune system is essential for our survival. Without an immune system, our bodies
would be open to attack from bacteria, viruses, parasites, and more. It is our immune system
that keeps us healthy as we drift through a sea of pathogens.
Immune system disorders
Types of immune disorder fall into three categories:

https://news.yahoo.co.jp/articles/b70672e0815097660ddb0cd55a1dd28c975e36c4
https://indeep.jp/coronavirus-uses-same-strategy-hiv-to-attack-immune-response/
https://indeep.jp/signs-of-hiv-floating-in-vaccine-derived-spike-protein/
https://jcp.bmj.com/content/early/2020/09/08/jclinpath-2020-206942
https://www.avert.org/about-hiv-aids/how-infects-body
https://www.avert.org/infographics/lifecycle-hiv
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/320101#white-blood-cells


Immunodeficiencies
These arise when one or more parts of the immune system do not function.
Immunodeficiencies can be caused in a number of ways, including age, obesity, and
alcoholism. In developing countries, malnutrition is a common cause. AIDS is an example of
an acquired immunodeficiency.In some cases, immunodeficiencies can be inherited, for
instance, in chronic granulomatous disease where phagocytes do not function properly.
Autoimmunity
In autoimmune conditions, the immune system mistakenly targets healthy cells, rather
than foreign pathogens or faulty cells. In this scenario, they cannot distinguish self from
non-self.Autoimmune diseases include celiac disease, type 1 diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis,
and Graves’ disease.
Hypersensitivity
With hypersensitivity, the immune system overreacts in a way that damages healthy tissue.
An example is anaphylactic shock where the body responds to an allergen so strongly that
it can be life-threatening.

Does COVID destroy immune system like the HIV virus? The key is held by "T cells".
https://wired.jp/2020/05/24/covid-19-and-t-cells/
One of causes of the aggravation of patients infected with COVID is possibility of destroying
the immune system like the HIV virus. When virus destroys "T cells," which make up 70-80%
of lymphocytes, the immune system loses control, leading to a "cytosine storm" that can kill
patients. Such a mechanism has become apparent from various thesises.

APPENDIX3.Rapid and Easy Covid Detecter by Covd Body Odour<2021/7/6>.
It is this that could become final weapon toward eradicating the evil Covid.

Detecting dogs that sniff out covid-positive people, accuracy 97% -French study
https://www.jiji.com/jc/article?k=2021052200391&g=int
A dog has excellent sensitivity,however it is told also they become tired by severe working.
Dog training may be not low cost,because it needs treating the dangerous virus smell
sample.thereby machine detector(by mass product)would be the best.

Scientists develop gadget that can sniff out COVID-19 using body odour profiles
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/magazines/panache/scientists-develop-gadget-that-c
an-sniff-out-covid-19-using-body-odour-profiles/articleshow/83507464.cms?utm_source=co
ntentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cppst
Electronic devices may soon be used to identify the presence of infection in a crowded
space using body odour profiles after scientists in the UK have tested a so-called "COVID
alarm".
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An  electronic nose to sniff out COVID-19
Through a newly funded grant, researchers across the University are developing a device
that can rapidly detect COVID-19 based on the disease s unique odor profile.
https://penntoday.upenn.edu/news/electronic-nose-sniff-out-covid-19

https://penntoday.upenn.edu/news/electronic-nose-sniff-out-covid-19

